Jeep wrangler x hardtop

The car's body and chassis were completely redesigned during the era when Jeep was part of
DaimlerChrysler. Just like the Willys MB , the CJ Jeeps and the Wranglers before it, the JK
continues to have a separate body and frame, rigid live axles both front and rear, a fold-flat
windshield, and can be driven without doors. Also, with the exception of optional 4x2 models,
the Wrangler JK continues to have part-time four-wheel drive systems , with the choice of high
and low gearing. In addition to the traditional 2-door Jeep, the JK introduced for the first time a
factory standard four-door model, called the Wrangler Unlimited. Contrary to the first, TJ-based
Unlimited , and the CJ-8 "Scrambler", its wheelbase is stretched by 20 instead of 10 inches. The
Wrangler Unlimited became a big sales success â€” by mid three quarters of all new Wranglers
listed for sale were four-door models. Design work began almost immediately in , with Mark
Moushegian winning an internal design competition against Dan Zimmerman later responsible
for Jeep Hurricane Concept by the second quarter of In January , the JK design was frozen at 31
months ahead of production and work began on a conceptual preview. The JK was first
available for purchase with the model year, beginning in August The model year brought a
complete redesign of the Jeep Wrangler, and also a four-door model. The TJ chassis was
replaced by an all new JK platform. This next-generation Wrangler was noticeably wider than
the previous model, with a 3. The JK runs almost all vehicle functions, other than steering,
under computer software control. Engine, transmission, and to some extent braking are
computer controlled, as are lights and auxiliary systems. This is a first for the Wrangler. As of
mid, there have been three safety recalls for software fixes. Stability control was a new safety
feature for the JK Wrangler. All versions offer off-road tuned Anti-lock braking system and
traction control system with electronic limited slip differential. Standard on the Rubicon trim is a
new electronic sway bar disconnect system. A Sunrider convertible soft top is standard
equipment. Also available on the JK model is an optional 3-piece modular hardtop. Although the
doors can still be removed in traditional Wrangler fashion, power windows and remote power
door locks was offered for the first time in a Wrangler. Another first is an available navigation
system. This is the first generation of the Jeep Wrangler to have a change in the tail lamps. New
features included power windows, remote power door locks, navigation, as well as
electronically detachable sway-bars on some models. It is stretched even more than the TJ
model, and featured four doors. This change made it the last-remaining 2-door SUV in North
America to gain a four-door option and made it the only four door convertible in production. A
full The Unlimited has the same engine and transmission choices as a short-wheelbase JK. X
and Sahara trims offer an option of 4x2 rear-wheel drive in the USA. Optional 4x2 was
discontinued after the model year for the Unlimited. It is the only four-door convertible available
in the US, since the Hummer H1 with optional rag-top is no longer sold. The Unlimited offers
more options and equipment than any previous Wrangler model, including standard electronic
stability program and optional seat-mounted side airbags, remote keyless entry, navigation
system , and Sirius Satellite Radio. The Standard Wranglers are available in six trim packages
including 2 special editions. The Unlimited Wranglers are available in four trim packages
including 1 special edition. Most packages can be ordered with either hard or soft top, full or
half doors "Sport" and "Rubicon" only. The Sport base model is available in 2-door versions. It
is the "bare bones" Wrangler that can be customized to a buyer's specifications by adding such
options as air conditioning and other accessories. It was originally called the "Wrangler X" until
It can be customized to a buyers specifications adding such options as power windows and
locks, soft or hard top, rear LSD or locker only , and other accessories. It was renamed "Sport
S" in Advantages over the Sport included standard air conditioning, alloy wheels, matching
spare tire and wheel, YES essentials stain-resistant cloth seats, optional Uconnect touch-screen
radios, optional seven-speaker premium sound system with subwoofer, and optional power
equipment, such as power door locks and power windows, a first on any Wrangler model. It also
offered exterior-color fender flares, a paint matched hard-top, and a gold 'SAHARA' decal on
both front fenders. The Rubicon is the "off-road ready" model, offering 32in BF Goodrich
Mud-Terrain KM off-road tires with aggressive tread, seventeen-inch alloy wheels, and more.
The Rubicon package is the dedicated "Offroad" package. Standard components of the Rubicon
package include front and rear next generation Dana 44 axles with electric lockers, Rock-Trac
four-wheel drive with transfer case, rock rails, spline rear axle with an 8. Transmission choices
included a standard six-speed Chrysler NSG as the manual transmission , or an optional
Chrysler Ultradrive 42RLE 4-speed automatic transmission. For the model year the 3. The 2. The
lower two levels have the Jeep Command-Trac part-time four-wheel drive system with an
optional Trac-Loc limited-slip differential , while the Rubicon uses Rock-Trac a version of the NV
with a low range. Electronic locking front- and rear-axles called Tru-lok are also standard on
Rubicon models. A rear locking differential was optional on X and Sahara models for , then only
on select X models for and From onward, the only non-Rubicon Wrangler to have the Tru-lok

locking differential as an option are the Wrangler X, based on the Sahara, and the 75th
Anniversary Edition Wranglers. The Wrangler was available with factory installed right-hand
drive , targeted at U. Mail carriers. Rural mail boxes in the United States are serviced with the
carrier behind the wheel, also useful for carriers who wish to get out of their vehicle without the
risk of getting hit by traffic. For the and model years, the right-hand drive Jeep was the
short-wheelbase Wrangler. For the model year, the right-hand drive Wrangler was replaced by
the right-hand drive Wrangler Unlimited. Trailer Sway Control TSC also is available to monitor
vehicle movement relative to the intended path and activates the Electronic Stability Program
ESP if the trailer begins to sway outside set parameters. The Rocky Mountain Edition is a
special edition of the "X" model that was made for with inch tires on inch wheels , black tubular
sidestep, a 6-disc in-dash changer and visual enhancements such as body colored fenders were
optional. The Islander Edition is a special edition of the "Sport Base" model made in with
"32"ish-inch tires, Islander edition seats, rubber slush mats, black tubular sidestep and visual
enhancements such as a blue accented leather steering wheel. The Mountain Edition is a
special edition of the "Sport Base" model made for with inch tires on inch wheels , black tubular
sidestep, black tail light protectors and special edition seats, as well as visual enhancements
like black grid and hood decals, a black fuel filler door and graphite dash enhancements. This
edition was also available in 4 doors, based on the more equipped "Sport" trim instead of the
"Sport Base" trim. For , the Wrangler and Wrangler Unlimited received a mid-cycle restyling.
The interior was fully redesigned to include a new steering wheel with integrated Bluetooth
voice command, cruise control, and audio system controls, an available enhanced Electronic
Vehicle Information Center EVIC , the Uconnect hands-free Bluetooth phone system with voice
control for the vehicle's audio system, as well as Bluetooth stereo audio streaming via A2DP ,
updated radios with available Garmin -based GPS navigation and SiriusXM Satellite Radio and
Travel Link, a new passenger side grab bar with embossed "Jeep" and "Since " insignias, new
interior door skins panels , a new power window control switch panel, new climate controls and
vents, and new seat fabrics heated front seats and leather-trimmed seating surfaces were also
available for the first time in a Wrangler or Wrangler Unlimited. New aluminum-alloy wheels
options also became available, and the transmission shift lever for the automatic transmission
and manual four-wheel-drive 4X4 system were both redesigned. Even with the Wrangler and
Wrangler Unlimited being new, the 3. The 70th Anniversary Edition is a special package based
on the Sahara model to commemorate the 70th model year of the Wrangler. This package is
available for the model year on both Wrangler and Wrangler Unlimited models. The model, as
confirmed by Chrysler CEO Sergio Marchionne during the third-quarter sales announcement,
received a version of Chrysler's newest V-6 engine known as Pentastar. Jeep Wrangler Arctic is
based on Jeep Wrangler Sahara, with Arctic badge, decal recall the Yeti, unique black inch
wheels, original Mopar accessories, 3. Wrangler Unlimited Altitude edition is a package that
starts with a Sahara model and adds black exterior treatment including the front badge, the
wheel spokes, the fuel door, and a hood sticker. Inside, the vent trim, door pulls, steering-wheel
spokes, and passenger grab handle are rendered in black. Stitching is done in red. The Altitude
Wrangler paint colors are cherry red, black, white, or silver, and all include a body-colored
hardtop. European models of Jeep Wrangler were introduced in Jeep dealerships starting
November Arctic model were introduced in Jeep dealerships in the first quarter of for Jeep
Wrangler and Wrangler Unlimited. Equipment included Rubicon wheels finished in semi-gloss
black, black or bright silver body color, "Call of Duty: MW3 Special Edition" graphics on the
front fenders and spare tire cover, modified sculpted hood also from AEV no heat vent , an AEV
winch-ready less the winch plate front bumper and AEV rear bumper, rock rails, taillamp guards
and a fuel-filler door from Mopar accessories, inch off-road tires, live axles with locking
differentials in the front and rear, a two-speed transfer case, model-specific black seats with
accent stitching and "Call of Duty" logos, unique gauge cluster graphics, dashboard serialized
plaque, dashboard grab handle with logo, accent stitching on arm rest, console lid, and steering
wheel, as well as Mopar slush floor mats and a rear cargo mat Unlimited only with logos. The
vehicles arrived at Jeep showrooms in November Mopar produced over accessories for Jeep
Wrangler. Since about , the company American Expedition Vehicles offered an extended
wheelbase, double-cab pickup conversion of the Unlimited, called the 'Brute'. Inspired by the
Land Rover Defender , the Brute has a inch wheelbase and an overall length of inches. Similar
to the "Call of Duty" version, it was named in recognition of the mountainous Utah east-central
region that plays host to the annual Moab Easter Jeep Safari. The newest addition to the
Wrangler lineup was aimed to bridge the gap between Rubicon and Sahara style. Color choice
was limited to black, white, and a quartet of signature hues: Gecko, Dune, Crush, and Rock
Lobster with fender flares in matte black only. Changes to Sport models include the
introduction of optional UConnect 6. Available as a two-door Wrangler or four-door Wrangler

Unlimited, the Rubicon X is a version of Rubicon with electronic-locking front and rear Dana 44
axles, Rock-Trac transfer case with a "4-Low" ratio of , 4. Dragon and Polar Editions New limited
edition trim packages include the Wrangler Dragon edition, which includes a black three-piece
hard top, Bronze Satin Gloss paint with Dragon decals, and unique 18 inch wheels and front
fascia. In addition to the new colors, the Polar Edition came with options including automatic
climate control and heated seats to supplement the black leather seats. The Polar Edition has
some similarities to the Sahara such as body colored fender flares and also came standard with
a body colored hard top. The Polar Edition is equipped with a standard Trac-Lok limited slip rear
differential and offer an electronic locking rear differential as an option. The package includes a
Mineral Gray painted grille, a unique interior and exterior with "Oscar Mike" badging
throughout, body colored fenders with silver-painted 17 inch alloy wheels, and rock rails with
black tail lamp guards. The interior includes black seats with tectonic fabric, and a French Silver
accent stitching steering wheel. European models were set to go on sale in the first quarter of
UK models include only 2. Changes include a package that bundles steel wheels with inch tires
for Sport models, and a Torx tool set that's standard on all models, allowing owners to remove
the doors or lower the windshield wherever they are. The Wrangler received a new nine-speaker,
watt Alpine premium audio system replacing the previously-standard seven-speaker, watt
Infinity premium amplified audio system with subwoofer with amplifier and rear cargo
floor-mounted all-weather subwoofer that was optional on all trim levels. All trim levels included
a newly-standard eight-speaker audio system replacing the previously-standard six-speaker
audio system. The eight-speaker system replaced the instrument panel-mounted tweeter
speakers with 3. The Jeep Wrangler was released in India on 30 August Alongside the Grand
Cherokee, the Wrangler was the first model to be sold directly by Jeep in the country. The two
models would be produced at separate plants at the Toledo Complex in Toledo, Ohio. There
were very minimal changes from the model year Wrangler and Wrangler Unlimited aside from
the 75TH Anniversary Edition models , with the same trim levels and special editions being
offered, although a new Golden Eagle special edition models were also offered, with
bronze-painted accents and aluminum-alloy wheels and special front fender decals. The J8 also
differs from the civilian model by utilizing heavy-duty rear leaf springs for carrying heavier
payloads. The Jeep J8 is powered by a VM 2. Available as a two-door with an extended pickup
bed for personnel or equipment transport, or a four-door multipurpose vehicle, it may be
produced with numerous vehicle-body and seating configurations in either right-hand- or
left-hand-drive. The J8 will be produced in Egypt. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle. Complete engine specs. Complete engine specs [7]. Complete engine specs [8]. Main
article: Jeep J8. Retrieved April 24, Retrieved on April 3, Chrysler LLC. Retrieved 8 December
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History. Vehicle Listing Details. All while trying to make the car buying experience significantly
better, guided by the same customer-first principles of our rental business, which has operated
since Additionally, we accept trade-ins and offer financing through our partnerships with
well-known, nationwide banks. Good News! The installed navigation system will keep you on
the right path. Anywhere on the planet, you will have hundreds of digital stations to choose
from. Never get into a cold vehicle again with the remote start feature on the vehicle. It projects
refinement with a racy metallic gray exterior. This model has four wheel drive capabilities.

Quickly unlock it with keyless entry. This Jeep Wrangler Unlimited has a 2. This model features
cruise control for long trips. Equipment listed is based on original vehicle build. Please confirm
the accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. We want the
opportunity to earn your business for life. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees.
We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right
price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as
soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. Transfer
of vehicle from another location to your neighborhood Enterprise Car Sales may require
payment of a non-refundable transfer fee to begin the process. Contact a Sales Consultant for
details. Call us for further details or stop by today for a test drive! Coverage runs concurrently
with manufacturer warranty. Restrictions apply. Vehicles subject to prior sale. We make every
effort to provide accurate information including but not limited to price, miles and vehicle
options, but please verify with your local Enterprise Car Sales location before purchasing.
Current mileage may vary due to test drives and vehicle relocation. Used vehicles were
previously part of Enterprise short term rental, lease fleet or purchased by Enterprise from other
sources including auto auctions, with previous use possibly short term rental, lease or other.
Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. Contact the dealer for delivery details,
restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 10, Manual 1, Engine
Type Hybrid 1, Gas Diesel Cylinders 4 cylinders 2, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. No accidents.
Check Availability. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 13, listings. Overall Consumer Rating.
Lisa P. This is not the Wrangler I had 20 years ago that's for sure! Jeep has re-imagined the ride
making it a lot smoother and much more efficient while keeping the same Jeep Wrangler design,
style, and make that I loved so much then and even more now! Learn more about the Jeep
Wrangler. The used Jeep Wrangler received an average score of 4 out of 5 based on consumer
reviews at Edmunds. If you want to learn more about the Jeep Wrangler, read Edmunds' expert
review. Where to buy a used Jeep Wrangler? Dealers near you have 13, used Jeep Wrangler
vehicles for sale right now. You can sort available Wrangler vehicles by distance to find the
vehicles closest to you. Price, mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider when
buying a used Jeep Wrangler. Edmunds found 3 Great, 9 Good, and 6 Fair deals near you, so
you can be sure to get the best price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews
to find common problems, and paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used
Jeep Wrangler you're buying doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Consumer
reviews are a great resource for determining how reliable a used Jeep Wrangler will be. Out of
consumer reviews of the used Jeep Wrangler available at Edmunds, 29 are one-star reviews.
Take a look at those reviews first, as they're most likely to describe reliability issues with the
vehicle. Read more. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. ONLY 3, Miles! Sport trim. This comes not only in the form of
car loans and leasing service for drivers from Redding, Chico, Red Bluff and Shasta Lake, but a
tenacious spirit dedicated to getting the flexible terms you deserve. Please feel free to explore
our entire site and see all of the products, services, and pre-buy car research we have to offer.
Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration.
Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. BMAD Certified vehicles also
come with two prepaid services which includes an oil change, inspection, and fluids topped off.
This vehicle has been fully serviced to the BMAD Standard, and we stand behind that by
offering the prepaid services and limited warranty to help ensure your peace of mind during and
after your purchase experience. We are a one price store and our sales consultants are not paid
on commission either, which is amazing. See dealer for further details on both the lifetime
warranty and the 30 day warranty including coverages, exclusions, and deductibles. As with
every used vehicle this one may have minor imperfections or blemishes and is priced to reflect
that. Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles below market average! Your safety is our Top Priority.
We are constantly sanitizing our vehicles, offices, showroom, etc. Our delivery drivers will
sanitize the vehicle before taking it to you. If you require additional safeguards, please reach out
to our team. You will not be disappointed. Buy with confidence as this vehicle qualifies for our
exclusive Warranty Forever program at no additional cost to you. A real Warranty which covers
the most important parts of your vehicle for as long as you own it. Please call an Internet Sales
Specialist today for additional details. Stop by Shelbyville Road to see for yourself, or give us a
call to schedule your test drive! Ask about available certifications. Only 33, Miles! Shop
thousands of 'nearly-new' one- to four-year old cars. Great Quality : Low-mileage cars with no

reported accidents verified by CarFax and most are still under the original factory warranty.
Look at this Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Sahara. With a full selection of New, Certified, and
Pre-Owned vehicles; we have been serving the needs of Kankakee County and Beyond for more
than years. Our professional Internet team offers you a no-pressure environment and operates
with the quality that you expect from Taylor. Come see why our customers have rated us the 1
Dealer in Illinois for 6 consecutive years by dealerrater. One Owner. He will be glad to answer
questions and schedule a test drive for you. You may also reach him at preownedadvisor
autobahnfw. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: all new tires! Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. As a compact SUV, this vehicle packs all the performance of a full-size
into a package that easily navigates the urban terrain. This Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Sport
comes equipped with 4 wheel drive, which means no limitations as to how or where you can
drive. Different terrains and varying weather conditions will have no effect as to how this vehicle
performs. The Wrangler Unlimited Sport is well maintained and has just 22,mi. This low amount
of miles makes this vehicle incomparable to the competition. Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. Advertised prices are subject to tax, title, license, registration,
dealer documentary fee, and finance charges. Most vehicles are subject to reconditioning fees
and costs for dealer installed accessories. These fees and costs are not included in the
advertised price. Second key, floor mats, or owners manual may not be available on all
pre-owned vehicles. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data,
we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Prices subject to
change. Vehicles are subject to prior sale. Let us show you just how easy it is to find the car
you are looking for. Contact us today! Our team who specialize in pre-owned vehicle sales are
ready to serve all your needs. Call us at local or toll free. Heuberger Motors has been family
owned and operated for nearly 50 years and is the largest volume Subaru dealer in America, 10
years running. Visit We offer transparency with the opportunity to build your deal online, buy
from home, or visit one of our clean, state of the art Ressler facilities. We also offer remote test
drives and vehicle delivery within the Gallatin Valley. Powered by a robust TurboCharged 2.
With performance suspension, rock rails, transfer case skid plate, and Tru-Lok differential axles,
Our trail-rated tough Four Wheel Drive SUV offers legendary off-road prowess while yielding
near 24mpg on the highway. The embodiment of confident capability, our Jeep Wrangler
Unlimited Rubicon commands any terrain with its imposing stance. It's a fantastic blend of
modern design and classic Jeep styling that features steel front and rear bumpers. Imagine
yourself behind the wheel of our Rubicon as you settle in the leather heated front seats and grip
the heated steering wheel. You will enjoy remote keyless entry, power accessories, air
conditioning, and a terrific eight-speaker Alpine sound system with available satellite radio. It's
time to reward yourself with this tremendously capa
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ble Wrangler! Print this page and call us Now Ask us for your free Autocheck - Call to speak
with Internet Sales at Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 10, Manual 1, Engine Type Diesel 14 Gas Hybrid 1, Cylinders 4
cylinders 2, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 13,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Feel like were making a lease payment on an invisible car.
Seems like these JL's are plagued with issues and jeep has no support to fix them. Wish I could
say it was one specific thing but the dealer just keeps throwing guesswork and parts at it only
to have the check engine light come right back on again. Sign Up.

